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Whether you are a student or faculty member, transitioning into the colder spring
semester can be difficult. As we are finally in February, we are inching towards our
spring break that is surprisingly right around the corner. It can be hard to adjust and
stay motivated, so here are some tips to help put the spring back in the spring semester.

Get a Planner or Make To-Do Lists:
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Planners and to-do lists help us tremendously, even if it seems tedious when you are
writing every task down. I find it best to have a to-do list and write down the due dates,
because checking things off makes us feel more productive. A New York Times article
shared that “Research even suggests that writing down things by hand helps you retain
information better, which is a useful perk if you really don’t want to forget that
important work deadline.” Writing down everything you must do and even putting it all
into your phone’s calendar can help you stay on top of things. There is something
satisfying about crossing things off and counting down the days until our next break or
even just the weekend. You can write your goals down and other important things to
keep track of too, which will help you this spring semester.

Find a New Study Spot:
Everyone typically has their study spots, like in the library or in your dorm. Most of us
like routine so we try to find similar environments where we can quietly do our work.
Some of us prefer more crowded areas to do our work while others prefer spots where
they are by themselves. The Jack C. Taylor Library on campus has some great study
spots, or you can head to the nearest Starbucks, which is about five minutes away on
Clayton Rd. Once the weather gets warmer outside, that will open up more spots for you
to work plus beautiful days tend to motivate you to be more productive. A 2018 Forbes
article discussed the data behind working outside, including that working in nature can
help reduce stress and make you more energetic. Those qualities can help motivate you
to get work done. Just like real estate, studying is affected by the location, location,
location!

Get Involved on Fontbonne’s Campus:
The spring semester provides you with new and exciting opportunities to get involved
on the Fontbonne campus. Spring brings us different sports seasons and our annual
Dance Marathon in April. There are flyers around campus that promote clubs and
organizations such as the Black Student Union, Enactus, and Fontbonne International
Student Organization. There are also baseball, women’s/men’s basketball, and lacrosse
games to attend to support your fellow Griffins! If you attended games in the fall, be
sure to keep up the support before the academic year ends in May! There is something
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for everyone, including those who commute, so getting more involved on Fontbonne’s
campus is easier than you think .

Plan a Fun Getaway for Spring Break:
Having something to look forward to helps us stay motivated throughout the semester.
Spring break is coming up quickly, so that can provide you with spontaneous
opportunities or planned activities that will help put the spring back in your life. Some
simple things you can do with your friends or family include: going to the lake,
volunteering locally, or going shopping in the nice weather. A whole week off from
school is something fun to look forward to, so spend it however you would like. There
are high expectations for college spring break, including stereotypes, but a low-key
approach can help you de-stress from the spring semester.

Prepare for Graduation or Attend Graduation:
If you are graduating this year, you know the feeling of inching towards the end goal.
May will come quicker than we think, so it is best to start prepping now so you are
prepared. For starters, double-check with your advisor to ensure your paperwork and
credits align, so you are eligible to graduate. It is also a good excuse to get a new outfit,
so you can go get a new ensemble and/or decorate your graduation cap with something
original. Plus, you can start planning a party for yourself or your friends who are
graduating, if applicable. It is a fun time in a student’s life and celebrating your hard
work is important.

One of the best things about the spring semester is that it is shorter than the fall. We
have tons to do look forward to that can help motivate us to push through this cold
semester. We have spring break, Easter break, and then graduation for some. Your hard
work will pay off and will showcase your motivation throughout the semester, so keep
up the good work and get ready for spring break! After that, we move on to looking
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forward to summer, which brings its own fun. We will make it through this semester
and hopefully these tips can help put the spring back in your semester.
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Music can be a huge helping hand in getting through life. There are many genres of
music, one being the worship/spirit music genre. This genre is very uplifting to many
people, but also tends to be very underrated. Contrary to what you might expect, you
don’t need to belong to any specific religion or (even be religious at all!) to listen to and
enjoy worship/spirit music. This type of music is just a way to better your mood and
relieve stress. Many people don’t know where to begin when it comes to this music
scene, so I am going to provide a starting point with a list of some of the top
artists/bands and their top songs.
Lauren Daigle
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Lauren Daigle is a 27-year-old American Contemporary Christian music singer and
songwriter. She is from Lafayette, Louisiana and is signed to the Centricity Music
label. She has two studio albums, How Can It Be which came out in 2015, and Look Up
Child which came out recently in 2018. Lauren said her recent album “has transcribed
the pulse of my veins to musical form.” With her recent album, she appeared on talk
shows like The Ellen Show and has been compared to singers like Adele. She has many
hit songs from her two albums and singles, three of them that I recommend are: “You
Say,” “Look Up Child,” and “Trust in You”. Her song, “Trust in You” has over 78 million
views on YouTube. Lauren is a great starter artist into the worship/spirit music
community that you should check out.
Francesca Battistelle

Another starter artist to help you step into the worship/spirit music community is
Francesca Battistelle. She is 33-year-old American Christian singer and songwriter from
New York City. She started out as an independent artist and released an independent
album called Just a Breath in 2004. Her first studio album with Fervent Records was
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released in 2008 called My Paper Heart. Three of her songs that I recommend listening
to are: “The Breakup Song,” “Holy Spirit,” and “He Knows My Name.” “The Breakup
Song” has over nine million views on its official music video on YouTube.
Tauren Wells

Tauren Wells is a 32-year-old American Christian rock and pop artist from Battle Creek,
Michigan. He is the former frontman of the American Christian pop rock band Royal
Tailor, but now is a solo artist. Wells produced two albums when he was in his former
band, and since going solo has produced an album called Hills and Valleys, named after
his hit single. Three of the first songs I recommend you listen to by Tauren are: “Hills
and Valleys,” “Known,” and “When We Pray”. The acoustic version of “Hills and
Valleys” has logged over 30 million views. If you are new to the worship/spirit music
scene, Tauren Wells is a great artist to listen to.
Matthew West
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Matthew West is another great artist you should look into if you are new to the
community. Matthew West is a 41-year-old American Contemporary Christian
Musician/Singer/Songwriter. Since he began his career, he has produced five studio
albums. Three songs that I recommend that you check out by him are: “Hello, My Name
Is,” “Broken Things,” and “Grace Wins.” The lyric video for “Hello, My Name Is” has over
24 million views. Matthew West has an extensive discography, so if you enjoy these,
you should check out more of his beautiful work.
MercyMe

One of many great worship/spirit bands that I recommend you check out is
MercyMe. MercyMe is an American Contemporary Christian music band founded in
Oklahoma in 1994. The band consists of lead vocalist Bart Millard, percussionist Robby
Shaffer, bassist Nathan Cochran, and guitarists Michael Scheuchzer and Barry
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Graul. Three songs I recommend by them are: “I Can Only Imagine,” “Even If,” and “Dear
Younger Me.” “I Can Only Imagine” and “Even If” both have over 50 million views on
YouTube. MercyMe recently had a movie made based on one of their first hit songs, “I
Can Only Imagine,” that I also recommend. MercyMe has been around for quite some
time and they are still putting out great hits that are definitely worth listening to.
Hillsong Worship

Praise music isn’t limited to America! For example, Hillsong Worship is an Australian
Christian music praise and worship group from Sydney, Australia. They started making
music in 1983 at Hillsong Church. The music group consists of many members (over 10)
who all play an important role within their group. Three songs that I recommend you
listen to by them are: “What A Beautiful Name,” “Who You Say I Am,” and “I Surrender.”
Hillsong Worship’s song “What A Beautiful Name,” has over 260 million views on
YouTube. The songs by Hillsong Worship are a bit more like your classic church
worship songs. If you like those three songs, they have many more songs that you can
look into.
Worship/praise music is a great opportunity for everyone to branch out musically. If
you like these six artists/bands, then there are many more great musicians and bands
in this community that you should check out. Always feel free to email me
(KPembe00097@fontbonne.edu) for recommendations! This type of music will uplift
your soul and make you feel better after listening to it. I highly recommend that you
give the worship/spirit music community a chance by checking out these
artists/bands/songs.
SHARE THIS!
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Sarah Cline
February 21, 2019
Awesome article! Im so proud of you!!
-Sarah
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Sam Vossen
February 20, 2019
Great article KASSPEM, and could not agree more that you do not have to be
religious to “jam to some praise music.” All of the artists you recommended
are passionate and purposeful about what they do and are looking for their
audience to feel the same when they listen to their work (thanks for the
great links, BTW!)
Praise music is so much more main stream than people may realize. Did
anyone see Matthew West’s next tour date is at the Bridgestone Arena In
Nashville, TN? HUGE! Also, Lauren Daigle’s voice is killer!
Keep up posted KASSPEM!
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“Who likes to read?”
As I slowly raise my hand and look around the room at my surrounding classmates, I
see that I—the only English major in the room—am the only one with my hand up.
6th grade Claire comes out of the depths of my soul and is embarrassed. “Put your hand
down!” she says. “Tell them you’re kidding!’” she says.
21-year-old Claire shakes her head and continues to hold her slightly-shaking hand
high.
The rest of my class stares at me with wide eyes, in absolute horror. Someone screams.
A girl cries. A boy faints. Out of nowhere comes the music that plays when the slasher is
about to slice and dice up the prom queen.
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Just kidding.
They look at me, my professor laughs awkwardly, and the moment is over.
I was always a closeted book nerd. Growing up—from my experience—reading for fun
was never a popular thing to do, even for the smart kids. The most excited my
classmates ever got about books was when the Scholastic book fair came around, and
we got to miss class to make a wish list. Meanwhile, I was the girl who actually bought
books from the book fair. I was the girl that got in trouble for wanting to check out
more than the allowed amount of books from the library every week. I was the girl who
got in trouble for reading instead of paying attention in class.
I never got ridiculed or bullied for my love of books, but I always felt like an outcast.
Reading felt like a love affair that I needed to keep a secret.
When did reading for fun become such a taboo, anyway?
According to the National Endowment of the Arts, reading for pleasure has been on a
steady decline for American youth. In 1992, 59 percent of eighteen to twenty-four-yearold youths read a creative work for pleasure, not for work or school. In 2002, that
percentage dropped to 52 percent. This drop represents 2.1 million readers (The
National Endowment for the Arts).
As a full-time student and a full-time employee, I can be the first to admit that reading
for pleasure is not at the top of my to-do list. The daily balance between work,
homework, spending time with family and/or friends, and spending time alone is not
easy to maintain; this delicate balance is composed of personal choices that can make
or break your daily goals. For me, reading for fun is all about making these choices.
My reading for fun often occurs in the middle of the day, in between classes or after I
get home. I always have a book with me. While I wait for a room to clear out before my
next class, I pull out a book. While I’m waiting for my professor to begin teaching, I pull
out a book. While I’m sitting in the cafe eating lunch, I pull out a book. These little
moments and these few pages add up to potentially a few hours and hundreds of pages
every week.
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Reading before bed is the perfect way to wind down and distract your brain from
thinking about all of the homework you didn’t do that day.
Reading can sometimes feel like a chore, or something that is difficult to do. Sure,
turning on an episode of Parks and Recreation on Netflix (even though you’ve seen it
eight times) is the easier choice. But—as much as I love Parks and Rec—it’s not as
fulfilling as sitting down, relaxing, and absolutely crushing 50 pages.
Reading is hard work, but it does so much for each reader. Reading relaxes you; it
teaches you; it confuses you; it moves you; it inspires you. Reading makes you think
about the world and the people around you. Reading lets you see the world through
someone else’s eyes.
Isn’t that worth the effort?

Sources:
The National Endowment for the Arts. (2007). To Read or Not to Read: A Question of
National Consequence. (Research Report #47). Washington, DC. Accessed Jan 30.
https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/ToRead.pdf
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It’s 7:00 AM on a Monday morning, the curtains are closed, you have a blanket
over your head and you’re in a deep trance of sleep. You are having the most beautiful
dream ever andBoom!
The annoying beep sound rings in your ears. What’s that sound? It’s your alarm telling
you to wake up and prepare yourself for the day that awaits you. You throw a pillow at
the alarm clock hoping it will hit the snooze button, Victory! You fall back asleep but
within the five minutes that pass, you realize you have an 8:00 class. You argue with
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yourself saying “Why did I pick this class?” “What was I thinking?” so the main question
is: what do you do?
Most people rush to get ready and quickly get to class, but for some they have to have a
meeting with their best friend before doing anything else. “Good Morning Best Friend,”
says the monster energy drink in the refrigerator. “Buenos Dias!” exclaims the coffee
maker sitting on the counter. That’s right, I am talking about caffeine. Just saying the
word caffeine is satisfying. Our bodies may respond well tocaffeine because most of us
need to have something that gives us an extra boost of energy. Let’s take a moment to
actually observe and consider how devious- and how great- our friend caffeine really is.
Have you ever considered your caffeine intake? What about the potential side effects
that you may experience? According to Coffee and Health, caffeine is one of the most
well-known drugs used in the world. It is an alkaloid that can be found in at least 60
plant species which include cocoa beans, kola beans, tea leaves, and the main culprit:
coffee. Coffee is one of the most common beverages that people consume, it comes in
many different forms and various flavors which helps make people crave it.
The main reason, however, why so many people crave caffeine is because of two
villains called Adenosine and Dopamine. When Adenosine is active, our level of energy
is bound to increase; you can think of it as a sprinter running around a track for a
marathon. This allows high levels of sugar to enter the bloodstream. Dopamine is a
neurotransmitter that’s responsible for feelings of pleasure. When the brain absorbs
caffeine, I am quite certain that our brains scream “Hallelujah,” especially those of us
who are busy with school, work, and social life.
Whew! Can someone pass me a glass of Dr. Pepper? I know it’s hard to balance all the
hurdles that we have to jump over, we all need someone to lean on, right? So, most of
us decide to depend on our trusted ally, caffeine to help us make it through the day- or
through the night. Some people have so much to do and by the end of the day they are
absolutely exhausted, tired achy feet, sore back, and some can barely lift their arms and
legs. How do we handle all of the stressful things that come with being an adult or
young adult? That’s a question that travels through my head all the time. Next stop
“Curiosity town.” I’m sure almost everyone is familiar with energy drinks or energy bars
because you have tried one, seen an advertisement about it on tv, or perhaps they are
your favorite go-to snack for studying or for physical activity, Aha! I think I just found
the answer to my question.
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Did you know more than half of the American population consumes 400 milligrams
(mg) of caffeine per day? This number is considered to be safe for adults, but more than
400 milligrams is dangerous. Taking a closer look at caffeine consumption could help
people understand how much of an impact caffeine has on their health. Caffeine may
seem like a harmless companion; however, the side effects are often not. By show of
hands how many of you like to sleep a lot, or how many of you feel tired even though
you feel like you got enough sleep? I solemnly swear I will not blame sleep disruption
entirely on caffeine, but I will confirm that it can disrupt your natural sleep pattern.
Sleep is one of the most important things our body needs in order to be able to function
properly. If you or someone you know suffers from being sleep deprived you may want
to consider the risks and side effects that caffeine can have on your sleep pattern and
overall well-being.
According to Mayo Clinic, some of the risks and side effects of above-average caffeine
intake include: migraine headaches, insomnia, nervousness, irritability, restlessness,
frequent urges to urinate, increased heartbeats, and muscle tremors. These side effects
can be alarming. We have to face facts: almost all of us are guilty for having a little
more caffeine than we should from time to time. But don’t feel too bad for enjoying a
small amount of caffeine because caffeine has its perks! Of course energy is the biggest
benefit because when you feel like you can’t do anything at all, caffeine will always be
there for you to say “Soy tu amigo hasta el final.” (I’m your friend to the end).
Here are some tips that you may find helpful for monitoring your caffeine
consumption. These tips may sound cliché, but I believe that they can help people
change some of their habits.:
– Look at the labels on products you buy and determine if the level of caffeine is
above or under the average regular consumption of caffeine intake.
–

Instead of having a soda try to drink water so that you can replenish your
natural pH balance.

– Try to limit the amount of coffee you consume per day. Try to have 1-2 cups. I
know most people can’t go cold turkey, but relax and move at your own pace.
– Avoid drinking any caffeine within at least 6 hours before your bedtime
because this can affect the Rapid Eye Movement Cycle, also known as REM.
– Encourage your friends and family to take the initiative to find other options
for energy, for example you may like to exercise in order to feel energized or
maybe you like to listen to uplifting music.
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– If you are not certain about a particular brand or source of caffeine, pick up
your phone, laptop, computer, or whatever electronic device you have and
research it or consult your doctor for more information.
– Always strive to consume things in moderation. Even if you have the urge to
binge, allow yourself to make the hard decision now because it can help you
in the long run.
– Reward yourself with a special delicacy, set a goal to cut some caffeine out of
your diet.
Caffeine is a part of almost everyone’s diet whether we want to admit it or not. If we
look at some of the things in our kitchen you might be surprised about the levels of
caffeine that are present in the things we eat and drink. You will discover that caffeine
is an active ingredient in almost every beverage or every snack on the market, I guess
we can blame the makers of energy drinks, energy bars, and coffee but what’s the
point? We have our own values and beliefs, right? It’s up to us to decide whether or not
we want to take charge of monitoring what we want to eat or drink. However that is
easier to say than actually do because most of us, myself included, ignore what people
say about some of our lifestyle choices even if they are a professional or expert.
Honestly, it’s completely okay to disagree with everything a person says and it is okay to
disagree with everything that I discussed in this article. But one thing we can never
argue with is our body or our state of health.
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